RealNex Mobile
The Power of RealNex in
the palm of your hand…
CRM, Deal Rooms, MarketPlace

For many years now I’ve been a user and fan of what is now known as RealNex. I’m a fan in particular of the CRM as an integrated
part of its platform. I’ve really enjoyed their Realnex Mobile App which is robust and powerful right in my hand. What I really have
enjoyed is their highly responsive and “get it solved” approach to customer service. There’s great value in the RealNex suite of
features ranging from basic CRM to their virtual Deal Room, investment and lease analysis – and much more.
Douglas A. McCullough | VP Brokerage, NAI Chase Commercial

You are on the go…
we are with you every
step of the way.
Whether you're in the
ofﬁce or on the road,
RealNex Mobile app
keeps you connected
with your data.

RealNex is the Technology Behind the Deal.
Learn more at www.realnex.com | E: info@realnex.com | P: 281-299-3161

Mobile information means better
data collected, faster.
Thorough proﬁling of people, projects and properties can be tedious and
time-consuming. The RealNex Mobile app makes this documentation quick
and straightforward. The voice to text feature allows you to dictate contact
notes and project updates. Forget about time-consuming data entry—the
RealNex Mobile app creates your data on the ﬂy.
Now Available for
iOS and Android:

Your phone knows where you are,
now your CRM does too.
Our auto address feature geo-codes your current location. And, we take
advantage of ‘autocomplete’ to rapidly enter common information. Adding
properties while on the road is as easy as snapping a quick picture. Or, tap
‘Listing Search’ and access the RealNex MarketPlace to upload directly from
our database. Then add your proprietary knowledge to complete the
property proﬁle.
Now Available for
iOS and Android:

More knowledge means more power.
Headed to meeting… access your complete database to recall properties,
comps, notes, activities, projects and requirements. Meeting someone new…
Take a photo, scan the business card, add a proﬁle and notes, then voila the
data syncs into RealNex. You can even access and manage your Deal Rooms
to accelerate sales on the ﬂy! When you have all your data at your ﬁngertips
you add even more value. Knowledge truly is Power.
Now Available for
iOS and Android:
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